
Get Daily Breaking News & Much More @Hyd7am

Explore Celebrity, Entertainment, & Political News in Hyderabad!

To get the latest news updates, Tollywood, Bollywood gossips on your favorite stars follow the best
entertainment news channel!

The Hyd7am, with its motto "Now or Nothing," is a pioneer in providing the most fascinating and
irreplaceable content and breaking latest news updates to a new-age audience.

Differentiated content across many genres has helped the network cement its position as a leader.
We have effortlessly changed to satisfy the diverse nature and interests of the content-savvy internet
audience with the most up-to-date Telugu film news, Entertainment news, tech news, Bollywood gossips,
telangana politics, trends and much more.

It is the go-to entertainment & celebrity news channel for non-biased and informed news from India
because it has the most extensive coverage.

We have a global presence in several countries, informing, entertaining, and engaging audiences of all
ages with gripping and compelling content and breaking latest news updates.

Entertainment News
Tamannaah Bhatia is now in Cannes, France, where she is attending the prestigious film festival and
looking stunning. She has been in the limelight all the time in telugu film news as well as other
languages too.
Apart from her airport appearance, the actress has launched at least two outfits, both of which have
gone viral on the internet & social media.
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Celebrity news
The celebrity news included that the actress wore a power suit with appliqué detailing for her departure
from Mumbai, which sparked debate among fashionistas. She, on the other hand, has been killing it with
her looks since she arrived.

For her first appearance, the actress wore a gorgeous green power suit with a lavender lace slip below.
She finished off the look with white pointed toe shoes, gold twisted hoops, a pink eye, a nude lip, and
soft hair pulled back. The leading actress who is talk of the town and telugu film news and milky beauty
wore a suit with a masculine silhouette, but the rest of her ensemble was feminine.

Her second outfit was a monochrome gown that was throwback glam. She looked lovely in a black gown
that fit her like a glove, with her hair done in a classic fashion.

The white detailing was a nice addition. A winged liner, light makeup, and bold earrings completed the
outfit without drawing attention to themselves.

Telangana politics
We bring you the latest telangana politics and tech news and current issues which include, Telangana
Minister KT Rama Rao and Karnataka Congress president DK Shivakumar engaged in a friendly joust over
the title of India's greatest city for IT entrepreneurs, with the controversial issue of Halal meat and the
hijab making an appearance.
Mr Shivakumar cited Mr Rao's response to Housing.com and Khatabook founder Ravish Naresh's
criticism about Bengaluru's infrastructure when he declared the Congress will restore the IT city's
splendor if it came to power.

Latest celebrity news



Telugu film news reported that Pooja Hegde will attend the Cannes Film Festival in 2022 after three
consecutive big-ticket blockbusters. On her way to take a trip to France, the 'Ala Vaikunthapurramuloo'
actor was photographed at the Mumbai airport. We offer the latest celebrity news, entertainment news
Bollywood, tech news, and Bollywood gossips ensuring reliable content.

Pooja's ardent supporters wish her luck at the airport as she travels to France. She was both startled and
delighted by the love and support she received from her admirers. In a classic black mesh, layered skirt
and a white shirt with hand-beaded yoke details from Moonrays Collection, she amps up the style
volume.

CFF is regarded as one of the most prestigious festivals, attracting some of the best actors in the world.
Pooja will be making her debut at the annual festival while also representing India, which has been
designated as the official Country of Honor this year. She will be the event's first female Pan India
celebrity.
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